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ADDRESS BY GENERAL MOUSSA TRAORE, PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALI

The meeting was called to order at 10.25 a.m.
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The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): The Assenbly will now bear
an address by the President of the Republic of Mali.

General Moussa Traore, President of the Republic of Mali, was escorted into
the General Assembly Hall.

The PRESIDEN'i' (interpretation from Spanish): On behalf of the General
Assembly, I have the honour to welcome to the Uni ted Nations the President of the
Republic of Mali, His Excellency General Moussa Traore, and to invite him to
address the Assembly.

President TRMRE (interpretaHon from French): I take pleasure in

greeting the members of the Assembly on behalf of the Organization of African Unity
(OAU) and of the Republic of Mali.

It is also a pleasure, Sir, to congratulate you warmly on your well-deserved

election to the presidency of the General Assembly at its forty-third session.
Your personal qualities and the wealth of experience that has won the confidence of
the Assembly guarantee the success of the work of this session.

I take this opportunity to extend my warmest congratulations to your

predecessor, Mr. Peter Florinr on his effectiveness in guiding the work of the
Assembly at its forty-second session.

I wish also bO express to the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar,
our great appreciation of his untiring efforts to prolOOte the ideals of the United
Nations and of his bold initiatives designed to improve the performance of the

United Nations and find approprh,te solutions to some of the political and economic
problems that afflict mankind.
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The recent award of the Nobel Peace Pr ize to the Uni ted Na Hons peace-keeping

forces is a confirmation of the relevance of the ideals of our Organization and a

(President Traore)
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recogni tion of its med ts.

EMB/4

The United Nations is the embodiment of our comnon will to unite our forces

and harmooize our efforts to ful fU man's profound aspiration to peace, freedom and
well-being. The Charter contains the rules of conduct that should enable us to

achieve those ideals, namely~ the non-use of force, good neighbourliness, the

peaceful settlement of disputes, non-interference in the internal affai~s of other

States, respect for fundamental human rights and solidarity and mutual assistance

among peoples.

A quick look at the international scene shows that we are still far from

achieving those ideals. The Charter is ccntinually viola ted. Hotbeds of tension

and wars persist on the planet. Material, moral and intellectual poverty continue

to be the lot of millions of persons throughout the world. Fundamental human

rights are still flouted as a result of colonialism and racism.

The most flagrant violation of the Charter is takin<;J place in the southern

part of Afr iea. In South Africa 21 million blacks, who make up the overwhelming

majority of the population, are denied their most basic rights by a white

minority. Treated as foreigners in their own country, 15 million of them have been

shunted off to bantustans, those reservations where the aridity of the soil is

matched only by the rigours of the climate. To keep them in a state of subjection,

an avalanche of savagely repress ive acts assa ils them every day. That is the

meaning of apartheid, a policy of hatred and denial of human dignity.

Pushed to the Umi t by barbaric acts of repression, the black community as a
whole has rebelled. It no looger fears death~ with bare hands it confronts one of
the best equipped police forces and armies in the world. In panic, the racist
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The heroic resistance of the blacks of South Afr ica to the armed forces of the

explosive situation and, on the other, innediately take the f01looing necessary

(President Traore)
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Namibia is the only Territory under a mandate to which the relevant provisions of

The racist Pretor ia Government is carrying out the same inhuman policy of

biind repression in Namibia which it has illegally occupied for more than 40 years.

Sharpeville Six and the comnuting of the death sentence imposed on them.

the Charter relating to the freedom of peoples have not been &pplied. The Security

Pr~toria Government to reason to use their influence to induce it to implement

I talce this opportunity to urge states which are in a position to bring the

multiracial, egalitarian society in South Africa.

Council and the General Assent>ly have adopteltl an impressive nunber of resolutions

the interest of all South Africans. In this regard, the minority regime of

that threatens a blood bath of terrifying dimensions, "''bieb must be prevented in

Yet, in spite of all this, the black population is continuing its struggle.

The crystallization of antagonisms in South Africa is creating a situation

invincible people.

repression, torture, arrest, deportation and assassination.

Nelson, Mandela~ and put into effect democratic processes designed to achieve a

Pretoria should, on the one hand, refrain from any action likely to exacerbate this

Secur ity Council resolution 615 (1988), which requests a stay of execution for the

measures, end the state of emergency; liberate all political prisoners, including

Pre toria racis ts is the bes t proof tha t a people s truggl 1ng for its freedom is an

minority in Pretoria has declared a state of emergency and stepped up acts of

DIB/4

and decisions, but their implementation has continually been impeded by the

intransigence of the Pretoria Government. The best-known case is that of security

"

COlft~11 resolu tion 435 (1978).

I):,. ,
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diplomatic efforts now under way to bring about a definitive solution to the

The Organization of African Unity is following with particular interest the

question of Namibia. It supports all sincere efforts whose objective is to enable

(President Traore)
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the Namibian people to regain its independenQe and to establish peace and seour ity
in sou thern Africa.

Last August the international oonmunity in the context of the Oslo Conference,
devoted attention to one of the tragedies resulting from the policy of apartheid ofthe SOuth Afr iean Government - the situation of refugees, repatriated persCl'ls and
displaced persons in southern Africa. The Conference adopted a plan of action for
the pr 011 is ion of assistance to affected peoples and countr ies in southern Afr iea
and the establishment of lasting peace in the region. We hope that at this session
the General Assembly will endorse that plan of action.

We take this opportunity to express our most sincere gratitude to the
international community for its demonstration of solida=ity with Africa during that
in terna tional Conference and to appeal to it to commi t itself to the implementa tion
of that plan of action.

There are other conflicts on the Afr icancontinent, including those concerning
the Western Sahara and the Chad-Libya question.

With regard to western sahara there have been notable developnentB. With the
normalization of relations between the States of the subregion, we hope that
efforts already made and those that will be undertaken by the 8ecretary-General and
the Acting Chairman of the Organization of African Unity will result in the near
future in the organization in that Territory of an orderly, free and general
referendum on self-determination.

Concerning the Chad-Libya dispute, ~ new dynamism has fortunately been given
to the peace pcqcess worked out by the ad hoc committee of the Organization of

.'"

·~ ..n.,:,.
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In the Middle East, the spontaneous and continuing plp.tlar uprising of the

.J ... '" ,_. iX. 3(.1

(President Traore)
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African Unity followifig the important initiatives announced by Colonel ltl'Ammar

Qaddafi on the twenty-fifth anniversary of our continental organization, and by the

testimony to the indisputable Palestinian reality.

very positive reaction of President Bissein Habre to this situation.

Palestinians in the occupied territories to put an end to the Israeli occupation is
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(President Traore)

No lasting peace can be established in this region without restoring the
inalienable national rights of the Palestinian people.

The Organization of African unity is convinced that the solution to the Middle
East cr is is depends on the convening of an international oonference, under the

auspices of the United Nations, with the participation of all interested parties,

including the Palestine Liberation Organization, the sole, legitimate

representative of the Palestinian people.

With respect to the conflict in the Gulf, we welcome the crowning of the

efforts of the secretary-General and all those other efforts of good will which
culminated in the acceptance of a cease-fire by Iran and Iraq, thus putting an end
to eight years of fratricidal 'lap:.

It is equally grati fying to note the important progress made in the search for

a solution to the Afghan problem, following upon the signing of the Geneva

agreements on 14 April last.

In Asia, we hope that a lasting, negotiated solution to the problem of

Kampuchea will Goon be found and that the resumption of talks between the North and
South of the Korean peninsul.a will also achieve positive results. In this

-connection, the proposal for the convening of a joint Nor th-Sou th Peace conference
on the peaceful reunification of an independent Korea deserves the attention and

support of the internat:ional community.

In Central Al:fter:1ca, we invite the SUpport Group to pursue efforts at

weloomed the signing, on 8 DeceRber 1987, of the Treat.y on the Elimination of

Medium-Range and Shor tel'-Range Missiles. There cannot be genuine progress in the

establishing an a~mosphere of peace and harmony in the region.

Given the-threat of nuclear destruction hanging over the wor Id, the most
urgent task for mankind is to prcl\l)te nuclear disarmament. No people in the world
is unaware of this imperative need. That is why the entire international community

;--'''''717#"
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Afr icao

(President Tracee)
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discussed and that strong measures will be adopted with a view to freeing our young

we have asked ~o have insCl' !bed as an i tern on the agenda, will be ser iously

countries of the grave dangers inherent in the dumping of the wastes produced as
the result of the developnent of the industrialized countrieso

effective maasures to ensure respect for the Declaration on the Denuclearization of

continent wi th industrial toxic wast~. This activity, a .erime against the peoples
of Africac is an outri.Cje to international morality. We hope that this issue, which

been firmly committed to excluding nu.clear weapons from our continent, the racist
regime in Pretoria has engaged in a frenzied. effort to acquire nuclear weapons.

However, whUe the States members of the Organization of African Unity have

Another factor threatening the security of Africa is the flooding of our

Denuclearization of Afr ica. That decision was reaffirmed in several resolutions of

For its part, the Organization of African Unity, at its very first regular

and ignorance.

the General Assenbly devoted to disarmament, wic::h, owing to the lack of consensus

Hence, only by translating our sense of common destiny into action will we be
able to resolve the paracbx of spending $1,000 billion each year in the production

The acquisi tion of a nuclear s tr ike force by the cl\ampions of a par theid would

dangerously jeopardize seon ity on our continent. The secur ity Council must take

our continental Organization.

session, held in Cairo in June 1964, acbpted the Declaration on the

of prosperity for millions of people who today suffer from illness, hunger, thirst

of lethal weapons, wUe only a fra(:tion of that sum would make our planet a land

disarllaraent process as long as the world continues to 1 ive la a cold-war

atrlosphere. This fundamental truth was highlighted by the ~ird special session of

BSS/ChI

on essential issues, was unmle to acbpt a final document.
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of it.

development.

(President Traor4!!)
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strategy wi thin the context of a general ized ecooomic crisis) it calls for the
effective conmitment of peoples to define and administer their CMn health problems.

for primary health care and to meet that goal in the year 2000, a new approach
known as the Bamako Initiative was set at the 37th meeting of the COlm\ittee of

but a great deal remains to be done. In ord6.l to step up the developnent process

The results of the actions undertaken by the African States are significant,

At the beginning of the 1970s~ the objective of "health for all in the year

wUl not become merely a\e more decade that does not produce the results expected

session of the Assemly) and now we need to act so as to ensure that this Decade

a Decade for Cultural De'Velopment. Our request was granted at the forty-first

and mater ial growth. Several years ago we ardently called for the proclamation of

The time has come for the international oolmlunity to grasp the meaning and

our stE' uggle for political, economic and social liber ation, in our str uggle for

scope of th',s concept of development based on values other than simply quantitatioJe

policies. That decision has been most out.lItandingly reflected in the adoption of aCultural Charter for Africa, in which we affirm that, for our peoples, African

2000" was proclaimed by the general assenblyof th' World Health Organizatiooo
That amitious goal was both colllllendable and with in the reach of mank ind.

African Health Ministers, held in Bamako in Septenber 1987, and aropted by the
lIeJllber States of the Organizatj,on of Afr iean Unity last May. This is an Afr iean

source of our strength and our resistance. Its true sign! ficance can be seen in

culture is the surest way to implement harmonious social and economic development

l'rOll tile tiile of its birth the Organization of African unity enshrined in itscharter the will of its lIlfult:)er States to co-ordinate and harmonize: their cultural

and safeguard our great virtues. Indeed, African culture remains an inexhaustible

BE/dw
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(President Traot.!)
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appaal to the international conrnunity for financial, material and technical support

On behalf of tha women and children of Africa, I should like urgently to

for this bold initiative, whose impact will be of the greatest benefit for all

mankind.

The international economic situation continues to be of concern. The crisis

affects the developing countries in particular, and it is the African continent

that has been affected the most. Given th is situation, the Afr ican countries have

firmly conunitted themselves and mobilized in the search the most appropriate ways

and means to overcome the crisis. Thus, the Heads of State or Government of the

Organization of African Unity adopted Africa's Priority programme for Economic

Recovery of Africa, with the objective of setting the basis for sustained growth

and self-ma in ta ined and self-based developmentat the na tional and con tinen tal

levels.
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implementation of this Programme during the past two years and to evaluate efforts

(President Traore)
This Programme was the subject of special consideration by the General Assettbly at
its thirteenth special session, which culminated in the adoption of the United
Nations Programme for African Recovery and Development for the period 1986-1990.

The present session provides us with an opportunity to consider the

A/43/PV.16
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to be undertaken to ensure its full implementation.

In conformity wi th the commitment they made wi thin the Uni ted Nations
Programme of Action for African Recovery and Development, the African countries
ha~e wotked out important programmes for economic reform and structural adjustment.

In their ~lans for economic and social development~ the majority of the
African States have given absolute priority to agricultural development, food
security, increased levels of agricultn 1 productivity and production and

therC!fore to food self-sufficiency. Tb African countries have also begun reforms
in the support sectors of agriculture, namely, agro-industry, trade, finance,
~ansportation and communication.

Despite all these considerable efforts, agricultural production has not
increased to the extent we expected. The ra tee of growth during the period
1985-1986 for the entire Afr icancontinent were for the most part below those for
the period 1984-1985, nor did the situation improy~ in 1987.

In particular, regarding transportation and communication, actions dealt
especially vi th projects designed to step up the implementation of the Decade for
Transportation and Communication for Africa, 1978-1988. Evaluation of this Decaae,

• ~. • \l. '" ...
I ' ,'''' ,

which has just been completed, showed that the objectives of the physical
integration of the continent were not fully achieved because of a lack of resources.

• <..." :', , ". ,', " i~ ;,,_1:.,., ,' '.
ill'·jj·.irli;·~-L"j"".''j".';;".·'iIiIi:·_-"'."·ill'"~'.£iIii:··'a'·!'.'•.•"'.- :'iIiI·".'" ...................' .........,'.: ......=c,,-"'-''''':;,=,~'." ",

,'''-::'1-.""
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(President Traore)
In the light of the situation the Afdcan Governments, in order to CCIIlplete

In the context of the United Nations Programna of Action for African Recovery

international oonmunity should pursue and step up its assistance to Afr ica in its

heavy rainy season, contiraue to represent a serious threat to future harvests. The

struggle against this ucourge.

and Development, the international community has committed itself to giving Africa
the necessary financial resources for the implementation of th is Programe.

Moreover, during the last two years, many African countries, already victims

none of our (lOun tr ies can manage alooe.

international environment, resort to appropriate technology is indispensable, which

profound imbalance in our oontinent between man, crops, cattle and the

Various operations, with international assistance, have been carried out to combat

Another high priority area of the United Nations Programme is the struggle

these predators. Desp! te all these factors, in several parts of the continent

Similarly concrete action has been undertaken to identify and eliminate obstacles
to an expansion of trade.

Regarding trade and finances, actions have been taken to prCNide good prices
for agricultural products. A number of African countries are now guaranteeing

against drought and desertification. To stop these phenomena, which have created a

great swarms of these locusts, whose reproduction was promted by an exceptionally

contract of international solidarity.

Afr iea for the per iod 1991-2000. It would be dasirable for this proposal to be

of drought, have been stricken by that terrible scourge~ the invasion of locusts.

minimum prices to producers for foodstuffs and for lOst agricultural exports.

those efforts begun during the first decade, have proposed to the international

community the launching of a second decade of transportation and communication for

adopted by all and for the development of Africa to serve as a spr ingboard for a

J\M/6
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African countries to restore their eco;H:~lIies, the results achieved by Africa~

(President Tracee)
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reduce their imports, in particular those production factors which are

indispensable for development projects.

foreign trade dur Ing me first two years of the implementa tion of the Un! ted

A decl ine in expor tear nings has forced the major 1ty of ME'iean coun tr ies to

Nations Programme had been disappointing.

Jvt4/G

we are obliged to note that, during the partod 1986-1988, despite certain
efforts on the part of the international oolllllunity, the financial f1O!fs towards
Africa were clearly insufficient. There was an unprecedented decline in public:
assistance. The international economic environment did not improve as expected.
Thus, given the lack of concrete and timely meuures to support the efforts made b~

The problem of external debt is still a topic of the greatest concern. we
will recall that at the end of 1987 the Organization of African Unity (OAtH .deemed
it necessary to convene a special Conference of Heads of State and Government to

consider this pressing problem. At the close of that Conference, which was held in
Addis Ababa, a declaration was adOpted reflecting the joint position of Africa 0

This document spelt out the development, magnitude, structure and economic
consequences of the continent's external debt) it defined a strategy aimed at

redlcing the burden of the African debt.

The Conference expressed the hope that the creditor oountries and institutions

of Africa would take concrete measures to alleviate the burden of Africa's e,"ternal
debt. In addition, it asked the international oorrmunity to take into consideration

the will clearly expressed by Africa to convene an international conference on Cbe
external debt. This international conference should prolOOte the establishment of a
constructive dialogue based on the proposals p.!t forward in the joint posi don on
the cr isia, of Afr iea 's external debt.
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our wish for concerted action and for more harmonious relations.

I" the search for solutions to the economic problems of Africa, it is

significantly increase to achieve the level of SUS 29.7 billion in 1990.
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(Presi~nt Traore)

t should like here to reaffirm that the African countries will honour the

the menber countries of the Committee for Aid to Development aimed at cancelling

Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) which deal with all~viating

the burden of the external debt and transfer of resources.

to implement the relevant resolutions of the General Assenbly and the United

part of tne debt of the African countries. The international community can and

To allow our country to maintain an import rate that meets the needs for

I should like to take the opportunity provided here to hail the initiatives of

must do better. It must, in particular, demonstrate the necessary political will

integra ted measures be adopted to reverse tt.e present tendency which makes the

the level of cOIll1lO;1ity rates and the foreign debt. Thus it is imperative that

according to the estimates of the Economic Conmission for Africa (ECA),

importcmt to be aware of the rela tionship between factors such as financial flows,

econQmic recovery and developnent, the flow of resources towards Africa must,

African continent a net eJCp:>rter of capital.

comnitments undertaken under that debt and to insist that out' creditors respond to

Jwt/G
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I assure MetZDers of the total readiness and full commitment of Africa and all

Forty years after the acbption of the Declaration it is high time for the

faith in this shared ideal and oul' firm determination to encourage and ensure

..

(President Traore)
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~neral Moussa Traore, Pres.ident of,..the Rep.tblic of. Mali, was .escorted from

Assemly, I thank the President of the Republic of Mali for the important statement:
he has just _de.

Afr iean peoples in the march of the United Nations towards that objectivec

The PREIDENT Unterpretatim from Spanish)' On behalf of the General

the General Assembly Hall.

env~ronment favourable to the liberation and developnent of man. The mission

internat.ional commmity to dii:'ect its attention to new prospects of creating an

universal respect for human rights.

and. for all men, a future of peace, harmony and co"'Operation.

The year 1988 is the fortieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of

therefop:8., wUl prcwide a unique opportunity for reaffirming our confidence and

put forward in the uni ted Ha tions Char ter, proclaiming our fai th in fmdamental

assigned to us by the Charter is that of building a radiant future for all PeOples

which matks a significant stage in our inspir ing progress towards that great ideal

human rights, the digility and worth of the human person and the equality of rights
of men and women, and nations large and small. This fortieth anniversarYll

Human Rights. In a few weeks' time we shall be celebrating this historic event,

by Africa to achieve eCQ'lomic recovery.

co_un i ty .to pr 011 ide appr ope la te, effect!ve supper t for the e ffo1' ts nGf being made

PKB/ljb

IIlUe recognizing that it bears the main responsibility for its development,
Africa is aware that its destiny is closely linked to that of the rest of the

world. It is in that spirit of interdependence that I appeal to the international
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AGEti>A ITE.~ 9 (continued)

Lt

Mr. TALHI (Libyan Arab Jalllahiriya) (interpretation from Arabic); At the

outset, I should like to convey to YOU, Sir, on behal f of my delega tion, my I'IlOG t

sincerE! congratulations on your election to the pcesidency of this session. I am

confident that yout' experience and competence will enable us to achieve the best

possible results. Our pleasure at your election is all the greater because you

belong to a friendly COW'ltry which maintains strong relations with ours. In

wishing you every success in your difficult task I assure you that my delegation

intends to co-operate closely with yol,~ in order to contribute to the success of the

session.

I take this opportunity to express also our appreciation and gratitude to

Mr. Peter Florin for his competent, indeed sUperb
D

handling of t:he work of the

forty-seoond session.

We wish, too, to pay a tribute to the Secretary-General of the United Nations,

Mr. Jav~er Perez de Cuellar, who has made strenuous efforts to strengthen ta'1e role

of the Organization and played a prominent part in the international efforts which,

led to the solu tion of some of the most <XlIIIplex pal! tical ques tions.
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(Hr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamah id}'!)

The forty-third session of the General Assellbly is taking place at a time when
the world is beset with. er ises and nEW conflicts are added to the old ones. Thanks
to the work of our Organization, we are witnessing some positive incUcations and
developrlents which make us hope for true detente in international relations.

In spite of this optimism, we have, as an international gathering, to admit
that the actual capability of the Organization suffer s from numerous lirni t:a tions
because of the pressures exerted by certain States. Accordingly, it is incu:lbent
on us strongly to support the existence and continuation of the Organization. We

should all support its noble purposes, beoause we believe that it is still the only

forum through which the hopes of peaoe-l?'i'ing peoples and international peace and

security can be realized.

We live in an elCa in which anxiety about our destiny conbines with hope for
the future. The continuation and viability of the Organization, in spite of
difficulties and conspiracies throughout its existence, together with its success
in maintaining some level of efficiency and independence, augur well and justify
our optimism.

On the Other hand, the persistence of colonialism and apartheid in Palestine

and South Africa, exploitation, oppression, dominance, hegemony and occupation are
causes foi' anxiety and trepidation. Worse still, poverty, hunger, backwardness and
illiteracy have been sources of suffering for most human beings. The cries of the
oppressed, tortured and displaced ring out on high, showering curses on

imperialists, racists, opport\l'lists and warmongers. That some regimes based on

occupa tion, usurpa tion, genocide and apar theid have their place in the world

community today and enjoy support clearly proves that some Powers treat the Charter
of the Organization with contempt. Moreover, these regimes are given political

support and unlimi ted material support by certain super-Powers.

, . . .
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It gives me pleasure to comnend all those States which sponsored or supported

strengthens our valid position, but also represent.9 a victory for the principles of
justice, righteousness and peace enshrined in the Charter of our Organization.

that resolution. we take it that their positive and honourable stand not only

pral!tices. I remind the Assemly of the flagrant barbaric aggression perpetra ted

A large number of States represented here have been subjected to these

and economic blockade.

interference in the internal affairs of States, invasion, aggression, occupation

of our people to receive appropr 1a te compensation for the great losses incurred.

aggression was condenned by world pUblic opinion at the time and by the Assenbly
unanimously in its resolution 41/38 of 20 November 1986, which recognized the tight

prejudices of the few who refuse to uphold the principles of justice and peace,

by the United States of Amer iea against my country in the spring of 1986. That

those imperialists who adopt a policy of force, threats, hegemony and terrorism to

A quick look at the current international situation and the agenda for this

fascism and racism, but hotbeds of tension still abound in many parts of the world)

States have been threatened, and many peoples have suffered from the scourge of

has to be done requires a collective international will to address vigorously the

achieve their own ends, using all unlawful means, such as war, terror ism,

session shows that what has been Accomplished so far is not enough, and that what

occupa tion, injus tice, hegemony and dependence.

as new wars and conflicts have broken out, the freedom and scwereignty of many

There is no doubt that during the life of the Orga.,bation great historic
achievements have been accomplished in the fields of decolonization and resisting

3P/mtm
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that aggression and to support the lawful demands of our people to receive
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(Mr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jalllah iriya)

As the American attack against Libya is one of the items on the agenda this

JP/mtm

immediate ~nd appropriate compensation for the human and material losses incurred.

In this connection, we emphasize that the attack should not be regarded as a
purely Libyan affair, for it affects the entire international CDl'IIltunity, inasTtl1ch
as it encroaches upon the spirit and principles of the Charter. If Libya fell
victim to the aggression then, it was not the first victim, and it will not be, the

last. That aggression is a link in the chain of persistent American practices
against peoples fighting for their freedom, independence and sovereignty. It is

also a component of the imper iaUst scheme that I have just mentioned. It is even
a component of the approach of the foreign policy of the United States of America.

What is happening in Central America, where the peoples of Panama and Nicaragua are
subjected to the vilest kinds of blackmail and threats, provides irrefutable

evidence of what I am saying.

The Organization's role can be truly strengthened only by a review of

provisions of the Charter which have crippled some of the main organs responsible

for maintaining international peace and security. Some of those provisions have

not kept pace wi th the profound global changes will ch have taken place since 1945.
",

The international situation in 1945 was CDmpletely different from today's. The

Special Commi t tee on the Char ter of the Uni ted Nations and on the Strengthen ing of
the Role of the Organization should be aware of this fact. Its reCDltIIlendations

should be bold wi th regard to those provisions whose application has hampered the
mst important role of the Organization.
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(Mr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya)
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I refer, in particular, to the right of veto enjoyed by a few States, which

some of them have .exploited to foster aggression, oCX:upa tion, invasion and

terrorism. My country took the initiative in calling for a thorough review of Chat

privilege. It reaffirms its position and calls u(X)n all Member States to consider

the issue in an objective manner.

The question of Palestine - of the Arab people of Palestine - has absolute

priority among my country's concerns. It is the question of an entire people who

have been displaced, from their homeland, whose land has been usurped and who are

subjected to the worst forms of discrimination, oppression, torture and genocide by

a clique that has been assembled, financed armed and supported for that purpose.

,

: .., .'
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thus presumed to take the lead in establishing and maintaining international peace

The United States, which is a permanent member of the security Council and is

Palestinian peoplee

menber shi p of the uni ted Ha tions, in the knOWledge tba t t:ha t en ti ty is de fending

The persistence of the United States, in particular, in providing unlimited

and secur ity, is the @,l'A~ Power that protects the Zionist enti ty and defends its

intern&tional recogni don, the Arab Palestinian people are still depr ived "f all
their human and political rights because of the obduracy and arrogance of the

freedom, and no peace without justice.

country, and to achieve self-determination. In spite of this o:mfirmed

the legitimate and inalienable rights of the Palestinian people to return to their

Row can we think of progress and peace in a world where the largest State does

(Mr. Talh i, Libyan Arab
Jamah iriya)

we share the belief of the Palestinian people, and all peace-loving nations,
that the. main question in the war ld today is that of progress and peace - but th is

In the past 40 years this distinguished Asse1lbly, the security Council and

implant an alien in its land, its fields and houses?

cannot be achieved without freedom and justice. There can be no progress without

AB/jh

not hesi ta te to finance the s tedy extermina tion of a tiny people in order to

aggression, occupation and falsehood. Accordingly, from our point of view, it

rellBins the main ~ indeed the only, obstacle in the way of all international effor ts
to find a just solution to the question of Palestine•

all values and treating all instruments with blatant contempt.

support to this racist regime is the main reas~, £Or the continued plight of the

other organs of the United Nations have adopted hundreds of resolutions recognizing

occupying racist Zionist entity and those \bo created and foster it, disregarding

.:,.-.
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~()r a just solution •

underlined the fact that all deals up to now - peace initiatives as well as

unilateral agreements - have been unable to prOlTide any basis either for peace or

~. "~".: .,.: .. .. :~" ."r~'

It must one day be seen shining bright."

Whatever lies are used to tarnish right,

As a sword acts when brandished.

"Right at the hands of the just is elevated,

reminded evetyone of the human tragedy and the grave injustice. It has also

(Hr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamahidya)

The great patience of the Palestinian people should not be regarded as gradual

This uprising has stunned the occupying Power and its supporters. It has

the power of boRbs and rockets, and the atoms of these stones have come to life.

the technology of injustice cannot subdue. The Arab poet says:

and

their blood and mixed wi th the bones of their women and children. It looks as if

"Nay, but we hUl:l the true against the false, and it doth break its head and

"And Allah will wipe out the lie and vindicate the truth by his words,"

falsehood is destined to vanish, however long it may last. Allah, the Almighty,

recognition of a fait accompli or of submission to it, or as a sign that they have

forgotten four decades of injustice and oppression. People have good meMories, and

Thus, the up: ising of this brave people has shown that deeds speak louder than

who have nothing with which to fight except the stones of their land, covered with

solid stones Img subjected to the injustice of the usurper have risen to acquire

devastating weapons, staggering under the blows of the unarmed Palestinian people,

10: it vanishes." (The Holy Koran, xr..II:24 and XXI:18)

We have lived to see falsehood armed to the teeth with the most up-to-da te and

words. It has stressed to us all that right endows the weak with strength, that

says, in the Glorious Kccan:

AE/jh
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(Hr. Talhi w Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya)

we applaud our Arab people in Palestine for their heroic and honourable stand
and their magnificent struggle. we reiterate our complete support for their

blessed uprising and place all our capabilities ,at their disposal. The United

Nations, which, nearly 40 years ago, \"Jas manipulated by imperialists in an attempt

to confer legality on the racist Zionist entity, is called upon today to take

concrete measures to remedy its hiswric blunder.

Hhat is taking place in occupied Palestine cannot be considered in isolation
from what is happen ing in southern Afr iea. The Power s that firmly implanted the

racist entity in Palestine are the same ones that created the racist regime in
southern Africa. The daily racist practices from which the peoples of SOuth Africa
and Namibia suffer are the same as those experienced by the Palestinian people.
The two regimes are identical. Could it be said, indeed, that they differ in any

way? The establishment of the a'p!rtheid regime in South Africa is yet another

example ef the hiator ieal hardships and tragedies to which peoples have been

subjected by the colonia1ist and imperialist movement. The United Nations should
shoulder the hiatar ic responsibility of conbating the evils of apartheid.

The problems of Namibia cannot be resolved except by enabling the Namibian
peo~le to exerciseself-determ!natio~and achieve complete independence under the
leadership of the SOuth West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO), pursuant to
United Nations resolutions, especially security Council resolution 435 (1978),

which represents the legal basis of inter~ational consensus on Namibian

independence •

Th~ Pretoria regime has co1~~ized SOuth Africa and Namibia: oppressed the'
black majority and striven to exterminate it. It also threatens the security and
integr it.y of neighboudng Afr iean States. It is emulated by its twin regime in

ocCupied Palestine, but it cannot be compelled to yield to the will of the
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(Hr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamah iriylS)
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high among the concerns of my coootry, which has always supported all regional and

Strengthening security and co-operation in the Mediterranean Sea zone ranks

justice and goodness on falsehood.

conviction that the security of the region is related not only to peace, security

memories in this international assemblage, appeal to its conscience, and urge it to

racism and racial discrimination. I refer to that resolution in order to refresh

historic General Asserrbly resolution 3379 (XXX), which has been a prominent
landmark and an honourable and brave utterance by the United Nations in codlating

racial discrimination. This condemnation and this judgement are embodied in the

efforts to put an end to the most abh«Xrent racist regime in nodern history.

OOqJrehensive sanctions. We regard the refusal of certain Powers, and the

undeniable fact of great significance. As this international Asserrbly condelll1ed

The collabocation between the colonial regimes in Palestine and Pretoria is an

their efforts to achieve the common goal of putting an end to the apartheid regime
in Pretoria.

the front-line African States and declare our complete solidarity with them in

international community except through the application of immediate and

we in Libya support the just struggle of the peoples of SOuth Africa and

bli! wide awake so that it may address attempts to obscure the truth and confer

the apartheid policy in SOuth Africa as the most odious form of racial

discrimination, so it condemned zionism, regarding it as a form of racism and

reluctance of otheu, to apply sanctions as the main obstacle facing international

AE/jh

and co-operation in Europe and Africa, but also to international ~ace and security.

Namibia for independence and human dignity. We col1lllend the brave steadfastness of
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Thh region has become ale of the most dangerous areas of tension in the

imperialist Powers, however, were not happy about this, and worked constantly to

about only through the intensification and co-ordination of the efforts by all

cripple the organization and disrupt the ranks of its merrbers. BIt the African

which is considered one of the largest and most important regional entities in the

The Organization of Afr iean Unity (OW), to which we are proud to belong and

Medi terranean Sea and the European Sta tes in tha t region.

the continuation of contacts between the non-aligned countr ies border ing on the

that organization, and has championed the slogan "Africa for Africans". some

a view to achieving this end. In this cmtext, we should like to endorse the final
conmunlque of the ibreign Minigters of the non-aligned countries at their special

My country has played a leading role in defending the un ity and cohesion of

the immediate withdrawal of foreign fleets and the dismantling of military bases,

States bordering on the sea, through collective measures on their part to call for

True security and co-operation in the Mediterranean region can be brought

peoples of that organization have lmg-standing historical links to one another and
have also been subjected to lalg and continuous suffer ing from imper ialism,

for direct aggression against some states bordering m the Mediterranean Sea.

WOk:ld, plays an active part in strengthening international peace and security. The

meeting held in Havana in May 1988. we welcome anew the agreements at Beriouni on

to change it into a permanent base for foreign naval fleets, an arena for

and through the pcollOtion of dialogue and understanding among all the parties with

occupation and foreign interference.

prOl1ceative military manoeuvres, acts of naval and air piracy and a launching pad

world, owing to its occupation by certain imperialist Powers which are detezmined

.m/10
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For a loog time, my country was subjected to abhorrent fascist invasion,

by pea~ful means.

(Hr. Talh i, Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya)
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materiel and mines left by the warring ~rties on Libyan soil. My country took the
initiative of raising this question at the international level a few years ago.

still faces the problems of the aftermath of th is war as a result of the surplus

World tiar, dur ing which Libya lost large nunbers of innocent civilians. My count:ry

Many resolutions were aoopted concerning this problem, in which States responsible

confirming our willingness to restore peace and co""Opera tion and to settle disputes

their lives. It was also an arena for major military operations in the second

particular, that we abide by wnat we have already communi ca ted a'ld that a joint

We would like to assure the General Assembly, and our African brothers in

indication of our good will and firm determination to forestall all imper bUst

that all the problems of the African continent should be solved wi thin it and

Out of this spir. it, and from the belief of Libya and its Revolutionary COl\l'lland

Revolution, took the initiative of declaring, on the twenty-fifth anniversary of

restoration of full diplomatltc relations between the two countries. This was an

Libya's readiness to offer all aid and supper t to the Chadian people and the

the OAU, Libya's recogni tion of the present Government of Chad, and expressed

through its own organization, and out of his awareness of its responsibility for

attempts to escalate the crisis.

conmunique was issued yesterday to restore diplomatic relations with Chad,

occupation and colonization, which cost hundreds of thousands of our inhabitants

solving internal African problems, Colonel ltlI'Ammar Qaddafi, the leader of the

peoples have risen above these manoeuvres, which ultimately fC2iled despite their

JB/IO

occas ional 1 imi ted and eph emer al successes.
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conference, under the auspices of the United Nations, to define the concept of
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(~. Talhi, Libyan Arab
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Within the framework of our concern for human rights, and out of our belief in

field. These steps were crowned by the principal popular conferences in the

SOcialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya with the proclamation of the Human Rights

Accordingly, we reaffirm our support for the conv~nin9 of an international

the importance of human freedom and dignity as the main ingredients of progress and
developnent in any society, my country took historic and concrete steps in this

ingredient in the imperialistic policies and deaigns of these Powers. My country,

same Powers are the sources of terrorism unleashed upon peoples as a main

Certain Powers prefer to see legitimate struggle as terrorism, whereas these

very existence.

selfodetermination and the defence of their freedom, their sovereignty, and their

,,"bich has constantly and as a matter of principle supported the cause of national
liberation throughout the world, has itself fallen victim to State terrorism.

We are aware of the international community's growing concern at terrorist

therefo~e renew our appeal to the intemational community to take appropriate

international criteria must be developed to ensure a clear distinction between

peoples fighting against imperialism, racism and foreign domination and for

the Sta tes concerned have not co-opera ted in any POSH. tive way and are still

acts that result in loss of life, and we share its conviction that specific

outtight terrorism, which must be eradicated, and the lawful and just struggles of

for deploying this debris were called upon to provide necessary information, help

JB/10

measures to ensure that an urgent solution to this problem will be found.

reluctant to implement the relevant decisions of international forums. We

in its retlOval, and pay for the material and human losses inflicted. Nevertheless,

'.4" ~ .•
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is pleased to witness its imminent end and to see the Gulf area turn into a

my country welcomes the cease-fire and the agreement reached between the two

of solidarity and integration will flourish among the menbers of the t,'aOITement.,

(Mr. 'l'alh i, Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya)
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tt~nquil lake enjoying peace, seour ity and stability, with the potential strengths

problems. Libya, which has sincerely striven to stop this war ever since it began,

war-weary Muslim States, Iraq and Iran, for the peaceful settlement of their

their polarization by the super-Powers and their policies of hegemony, dominance

helping them to confront all expansionist, imperialist schemes.

role and objectives, Libya commends anew the approach and achievements of the

The Movement of Non-Aligned Countr ies, an enormous international assemblage

fobvement and asserts its adherence to its principles. Libya hopes that the spirit

We sincerely hope that these actions will mntr ibute to the strengthening of

Having followed the recent developments in the Gulf region with great concern,

and dependence. As a member of that Movement and one which h-as great faith in its

Movement pl.ays a prominent part in xeducing tf'!nsion and strengthening international

of these two States channelled to face the real enemy that threatens our entire
Arab and Muslim peoples, the Zionist enemy. We believe that true peace and

D)cument legalizing the true enjoyment of all civil, economic, social and cultural

ann iversary of the Un iyersal Declara tion of Huma., Ri ghts.

r igh ts in the J amah ir iya OOTMmn i ty •

peace and secur ity. It is also a symbol of resistance on the part of peoples to

clIring this session of the General AssemblYr here in this Hal1~ the fortieth

JB/lO

encomp«ssing the great majority of the menbers of the international community, is
still a prominent and influential comp:ment in international relations. This

human rights at the international level, es~cially as we shall be celebrating
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military fleets from the Arabian Gulf.

security can be achieved in the area only wi t.'1 the wi thdrawal of all foreign

(Hr. Talh i, Libyan Arab
Jamah iriya)
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In "this oonnection, I snoold like to oolll!lend the sincere efforts made by the

problem must be based on the unity, sovereignty and non-aligned status of Cyprus,

and must guarantee the rights of both the Greek and the Turkish commW'li ties. *

JB/IO

Secretary-General of the United ~ations to put an end to that war.

My country, which has actively contributed to the efforts to sol\~e the Cyprus
ques tiOl'l, would like to stress tha t a just, las ting and peacaful set tlement of th is
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(Mr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya)

,-,

the need to dismantle f~rei9n imper ial1stic bases in the area, for they threaten

the security and integrity not only of the island, but also of the entire

Mediterranean sea basin.

My country also expresses its satisfaction at the conclusion in Geneva, under
the auspices of the United Nations, of the agreement between Afghanistan and
Pakistan to aettle the question of the brother people of Afghanistan.

My country rei terates its support for the hopes and aspirations of the Korean
people to reunify the two parts of Korea, and calls for the creation of a

favourable climate for this reunification without any foraign interference.

The situation in Central America and the Caribbean has become more volatile

and dangerous as the peoples of Nicaragua, Cuba, El salvador, Grenada and Panama
have been subjected to a series of blatant imperialist provocations and

interventions. In emphasizing OUE' support for the efforts of the Contadora Group
and the Guatemala agreement as the appropr iate basis for the solution of the

problems in the area, we proclaim our solidari ty wi th those peoples in the ir
honourable struggle for freedom and sovereignty.

This session is being held less than three months after the conclusion of the
third special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. Although

that session was held at a time of international detente, I!specially in the area of
negotiations on oomplex and intricate disarmament issues, and coincided with the
Moscow summit meeting between the two super-Powers, it failed to achieve any
tangible results, in spite of the world-wide interest shown and the hopes that

mankind placed in it. We believe, however, that the convening of the discussion at
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that session can be regarded as one more moderate step on the thorny path to

(Mr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya)
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It seems that the whole wor Id agrees that nuclear, chemical and other weap:>ns
of mass destruction represent the main threat to mankind. The complexity ()f this
issue is increased by the determination of certain nuclear super-Powers to engage
in the abhorrent race to develop new types of these weapons, devoting vast material
resources to finance research and other progranlTles related to them. While mankind

welcomes some aspects of detente and looks forward to more and better agreements on
the reduction of stockpiles devastating nuclear weapons on our planet, it sees at
the same time the development of terrifying programmes and plans to militarize
outer space. In this context, we should like to refer in particular to the

so-called Star Wars programme - the strategic defence initiative. The American
Administration is determined to pursue this and to persuade the largest possible
nui!Der of States to adopt it.

As a signatory of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear weapons, my

country supports all regional and international efforts to curb the nuclear-arms
race. As we welcome the recent agreement between the two super-Power s on the
elimination of intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles, despite its serious
limitations, we hope that the results of the Moscow summit will lead to enhanced

aetente, to further reductions of nuclear weapons and, ultimately, to their
destruction. Until this goal is reached, we stress the need, penciing attainment of

of these weapons. In this context, we affirm the right of these states to use

regimes in occupied Palestine and South Africa have acquired nuclear capability

()

nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. Nevertheless, the fact that the two racist.

this goal, for guarantees for non-nuclear Sta tes against the use or threat of use

4 ";4','" .' ",' '. ,r
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its attainment have not been created.
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corporations. In strongly condemning theo~ immoral practices, which are a'crime
against Africa and its peoples, we endorse the relevant resolution adopted by the

mer! ts high priority today is the marked increase in the dwnping of nucle~t' and
toxic wastes!n Africa by certain States, industrial concerns and tran~~ational

Another phenomenon that causes grave concern in Africa, in particular, and

Council of Ministers of the Organization of African Unity at its forty-eighth

collaboration between that entity and the racist regime in Pretoria. We reiteratein this respect that the persistence of certain Powers in supporting these two

to the States of the region, but also to the States of the Medt terranean cnd
Afr ican regions, especially if one takes into account the continuous nuclear

strategic collaboration with the United States represent a constant threat not only

territories of Palestine, its involvement in the Star Wars programme and its

In the Middle East, the presence of the racist Zionist entity in the oc:cupied

international peace and seoul' ity.

racist regimes intensifies tensions in both regions and represents a threat to

the nightmare of African countries.

we support the principle of establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones anywhere in

As for Africa, the racist regime in Pretoria, with ~:-~ -'Ollaboration with

th~ world, inclUding Africa, the Mediterranean and the Middle East, although we

certain major Western States, represents a stumbling-block to relieving the
continent from the threat of the proliferation and use of nuclear weapons, which is

believe that this goal will remain out of reach because circumstances favourable to

(Mr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya)

confirms the belief in Africa and the Arab region in general that inbalance and
instability will continue in these two important regions.

AP/dw
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(Mr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya)

My country will always reaffirm the central role and major responsibility of
the United Nations in the field of disarmament and the great importance of the

World Disarmament Campaign and other United Nations initiat.ives to sensitize world

public opinion and keep it informed about disarmament issues and the relationship
between disarmament and development.

The current international economic situation is another important issue that
could threa ten in terna tional peace and securi ty. The worsen ing of the economic
crisis is shown by, inter alia, the sharp decline in the prices of commodities, the

doubling of the external debt-burden of developing cOl'!..")tries and the d9pletion of
their financial resources, the prevalence of poverty, disease and famine as a

result of drought and confliot and the policies of economic coercion adopted by

eer ta in developed eaun tr ies which apply economic blockades and embargoes and impose
unfair terms of trade.

There is no doubt that the main reason for this crisis is the imbalance

inherent in the existing international economic order. All efforts to reform this
unjust order have failed because they have been mere formalities with the aim of

alleviating the crisis, but not at improving the order. The only way to reform it
is by restructuring it in line with the realities of the current international

economic and political circumstances, which are completely different from those at
its inception.

The present economic order has become a major obstacle to developing

dilemma facing these countries following independence arises from the fact that the

were subjected to imperialistic hegemony in its economic and political forms. The

,.:);:.

economic order does not respond to their just demand for equality and part:i.cipation

countries, which did not take part in determining its nature, since most of them

in international economic decision-making.

-<: ,,~
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interna.tional economic order adopted at the seventh special session of the General

Th~ international community has recognized the need to change the

international aoonomic order. This was stated clearly in the resolution on the new

,

(Mr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya)
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Assembly. Regrettably, it is clear now that recognizing reality is one thing, but
having the will to change it is an entirely different I'Mtter. Many years have
passed since the adoption of that resolution, but the intransigence of developed

countries has hampered efforts aimed at changing the international economic order

and implementing the United Nations resolutions on the new international economic
order.

The developing countries are convinoad that their economic and social

development cannot be attained under the old order, so they ~e determined to

change it. They have made strenuous efforts to this end since ~e late 196Gs. To

..... these efforts we O'~e the establishment of the Uni ted Nations Conf~ren:..:e on Trade
and Developnent, the holding of the sixth and seventh special sessions of the

General Assembly and the adoption of the proposals for the global round of

negotiations and on the International Developnent Strategy.

Despi te all these efforts, the hopes of the developing countries have not been
fulfilled, because of the failure of developed countries to honour their

commitments in the field of development assistance.

The developing coun tt ies have realized that co-oper ation among themselves is

the right way to bring about political and economic solidarity. This co-opeltati~

is also an imP'?rtant means of attaining economic and social developnent in those

States. This co-operation acquired greater significance when the dialogue with
'developed States floundered, for the developed States wanted the dialogue to

further their own interests, regardless of the cri tical needs of developing
countr les.

;- ....''- ~
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(Mr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamah iriya)
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We applaud the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to the United Nations

President of the forty-second session with skill, devotion and responsibility.

United Nations in keeping peace througholit the world. We congratulate the

full co-operation in the tasks ahead.

peace-keeping forces as richly deserved recogni ~")n of the impress ive record of the

Secretary-General and his dedi ca ted team on this fitting tr ibute.

Government of Sri Lanka, extend to Mr. Caputo of Argentina, our sincere

Mr. HAMEED (Sr i Lanka); Let me at the outset, on behalf of the

prosperity and justice prevail.

forty-third sessioo. My delegation would like to assure him of our support and

Our appreciation is aleo due to Mr. Peter Florin, who discharged his duties as

In conclusion, we express the hope that the results of this session will

We believe that the developing countr ies should not be over-optimistic

the achi evement of its development objectives, strives to consolida te th is

foundation of co-operation among themselves, so as to enter upon these talks from a

Co-operationam~,g developing countties has made considerable progress. My

measure up to the aspirations of mankind for a better world in which peace,

position of strength.

congratulations on his elaction to the presidency of the General Assembly at the

cx.>-operation. It has cx.>ncluded economic and technical cx.>-operation agreements with

concerning the outcome of the North-South dialogue, but should begin laying a sound

a large nunber of developing COWl tries , and has also provided them wi th long-term

country, which has cx.>nsistently supported this oo-operation as a sound basis for

NR/mtm
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. International diplomacy, never at a loss for words, diagnosed this situation and

(Hr. Hameed, Sr i Lank a)

A/43/PV.l6
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Hr. Branoo (Sac) Tome and Principe), Vice-President, took the Chair.*

bilateral approaches and multilateral demands, but the encounter has not been as
discouraging as in the past.*

special session belied our expectations. The nexus between bilateral progress and

comparison with the first and second special sessions on disarmament, the third

developments. Despite a greatly improved context of international relations in

international security and disarmament issues in the light of these new

few months ago, offered the first major international forum for an assessment of

The third special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, a

nultilateral advance did not prove to be automatic. The third special session's

strategic nuclear arsenals and towards a step-by-step halting of nuclear testing.

bilateral efforts would be exerted towards the reduction by half of the super-Power

Three years ago, with considerable enthusiasm, we commemorated the fortieth

Most dramatically, bilateralism, involving principally the Soviet Union and

unilateralism. Unilateralism seemed to be prevailing oyer multilateraliam.

first real measure of disarmament, as distinct from the mere control or limitation

Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range Missiles - INF Treaty - widely accepted as the

the United States, led to the conclusion of the Treaty on the Elimination of

failure to produce a consensus final document seemed contrary to the hopeful
developnents of the time. In a sense, we have witnessed an enoounter between

The international community has welcomed these developments with enthusiasm.

Nations might not even be able to survive, because of budgetary constraints •

celebra tion evaporated than we were confrooted wi th the prospect that the Un:!. ted

of arms. The lobsoow summi t meeting also brought forth agreement that further

described it as a crisis for multilateralism, a crisis brought about by

anniversary of the U~ited Nations. A year later, hardly had the euphoria of that

NR/mtm
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endorsed that initiative.

consensus and move forward in this vital area.

(Mr. Hameed, Sri Lanka)
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weapons in outer space. My delegation will make every effort at this session of

the General Assembly to continue with our initiatives to build the necessary

exclusively for peaceful purposes. The existing legal regime now applicable to

A collective approach has been sought in the Conference on the Prevention of

countr ies memers of the Non-Aligned Mlvement who met at Nicesia last month have

its conversion into a comprehensive test-ban treaty. The Foreign Ministers of the

requested an amendment conference of States parties to the 1963 Treaty to consider

an Arms Race in OU ter Space, the common heri tage of mank ind r which should be used

nuclear testing. The purpose envisaged in the 1963 Partial Test-Ban Treaty is not

to regUlate and thereby condone testing below a certain threshold but to eliminate

In the Conference on Disarmament, the sole multilateral negotiating body of

the basis of the many valUable proposals and ideas presented during the session.

Nevertheless, the session recognized, but failed to document, the

nuclear items has been frustrated. No progress is recorded in the report of the

Qisarmament Indonesia, Ml!x!co, Peru, Sri Lanka, Venezuela and Yugoslavia have

which Sri Lanka is a member, the hope of multilateral negotiations on a range of

outer space has played a significant role, but, given the rapidity of technological
and strategic developments, it is insufficient to prevent the emplaoementof

decisively all testing. As a parallel measure to discussions ia the Conference on

interdependent nature of the broad spectrum of global issues and the need for

Conference, for example, on the priority issue of negotiating a total ban on

document could be finalized, it must only mean that the eX:8rcise must continue on

multilateral co-operation in their solution. If time ran out before a consensus

RN/13
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agreement for the implementation of the Declaration. Those included the non-use of,

(Mr. Hameed f Sr i Lanka)
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convened at Colonbo .at a date not la ter than 1990. Sri Lanka, particularly given
the vastly imprOlTed international climate, expects. that the concerned States wUl

Since we last met the United Nations has succeeded in its negotfations in

substance relating to the conference has already been accomplished by the Ad Hoc

respect of Afghanistan, wi th the conclusion in Apr 11 of this 'year of the Genev,a

abide by 'the consensus.

force, non-interference in the internal affa irs of States, the peaceful settlement

Sta tes of the region held a conference in 1979 that aoopted seven pr inciples of

of disputes and the freedom of peaceful navigation. Coosiderable work on issuefi; of

A disarmament ellercise that began as a Sri Lankan initiative with the support

be reached at this session to formulate a smooth preparatory proces!;l.

obligations under that Treaty in all their aspects. We hope that agreement could

The recent use of chemicals weapons has been universally condelll1ed. sustained

This session of the General Assembly will consider the question of prepar ing

naturally has a keen interest in facilitating a successful review of the

Nuclear weapons scheduled for 1990. As a Sta te ~r ty to the Trea ty, Sr i Lanka

for the Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of

C011l1\ittee. A consensus has been pat1ently buil·tup nOlI for the conference to be

RH/13

of non-aligned countries has lQ1g since acquired ~th regional and international
dimensions. Fbllowing the 1971 Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a ZOne of Peace,

been made in work between the two major chemical-weapons possessors, and we have

conclusion of a treaty banning the development, lX'oc1uction, stockpiling and use of

noted the initiatives annolD'lced in this forum last week.

negotiations have been pursued in the CQ1ference on Disarmament towards the

settlement of others has been delayed lD'lduly. Considerable achievements have also

all chemical weapons. SOme important issues remain unresolved, while the
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for which the United Nations once more can claim some credit. An essentially

(Hr. Hameed, Sr i Lanka)
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the Palestinian people persists as the root cause of ,the unrest in the region. The
upr ising in Israeli-occupied territory has acquired heroic proportions, and brutal

In the Middle East the continued denial of the inalienable national rights of

attempts to suppress it have only strengthened the resistance to the OCCUpa tion. A

In respect of Kampuchea, direct negotiations have brought hopes for an

support and reinforce the Djakarta initiative.

the decision of the Governments of the Islamic Republic of Iran and the Republic of

resumed between the President of the Republic of OJprus and the representative of

JUly this year brought together all parties cxmcerned •. Sri Lanka is pledged to

abatement of tensions infecting the entire region. The Djakarta meeting held in

Similarly, in the Gulf conflict too the calcillatory mechanisms of the United

There are positive indications to be seen in the question of cyprus as well,

its aspects.

the 'l\1rkish Cypr iot coDlRunity with a view to resolving the Cyprus problem in all

Iraq to co-operate with the 8ecretary-General's representative to reach a
comprehens ive, honourable and endur ing solu tion to that tragic conflict.

solution acceptable to both parties ml'ist be found. Therefore, Sri Lanka welcomes

separatism. However, under the auspices of the 5ecretary-General, talks have been

been sri Lanka's consistent posi tiCl\ that that wasa:ful war should be ended, and a

domestic interooDlRunal issue in Cyprus has been aggravated by the foreign
occupa tiOD of part of its terri tory and by illegal un 11a teral actions towards

implementatim. We look forward to the conclusion of a comprehensive settlement of

111/13

Nations, particularly the seourity Council, have prO'led their efficacy. It has

Agreement. Sri Lanka congratulates the statesmanship displayed by all parties that

all issues to the satisfaction of all the people of the Afghan nation.

mac1~ the agreement possible and hopes that that will remain in evidence dur ing the
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region, including the Pal~stinians, can only be ensured by the withdrawal of

'-,

(Mr. Hameed, Sri Lanka)
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RH/13

just, durable peace that guarantees security for all States and peoples in the

Israeli forces from occupied Palestinian and Arab territories. It is Sri Lanka's

position that settlements illegally established must be dismantled and demographic

changes thrust upon the occupied territories must be rendered null and void.

Sri Lankm supports the convening of the International Peace Conference on the

the Middle East question.

Middle East called by the Generc2l AssenDly in resolution 35/58 C as a means of a

achieVing a just and co!1lPrehensive solution to the complex of issues that is called

",;---, -.'
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conflict.

It is essential that the Palestine Liberation Organization (PID), the sole,

(M~. R&r~ed, Sri Lanka)

A/43/PV.l6
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legi timate representative of the Palestinian people, paJ':ticipate in the Conference

DlS/l4

The path to Namibian independence has long since been <:barted by security
Council !'esolution 435 (1978). Si:! Lanka salutes the Namibian people IS struggle

on an equal footing with all other parties directly concerned in the Israeli-Arab

for self-determination and national independence in a united and undivided
Namibia. It is our sincere hope that independent Namibia will occuP'.{ its seat in
the col'il1lunity of nations in the near future. The recent developllents, which have
led to talks involving Angola, Cuba, SOUth Africa and the United states are welcome
in that they seek a negotiated and peaceful settlement of some issues of conflict
in the reg:Lon.

As in Namibia, so also in the entire southern African region, the wrtheid
~licies of the Government of SOUth Africa foster violence and conflict. Within
SOuth Africa the situation has deter iorated, with inhuman racist laws continuing to
violate all norms of civilized behaviour, and with the ruthless security forces
indulging in mass arrests and detention and causing injury and death to innocent
civilians. OUtside its borders, South African forces have committed acts of
aggression against independent neighbouring African States whose only offence has
bee11 the defence of their scwereignty and freedom and the championing of the

Let me now turn to the international economic scene. Global economic

Council, have been declared the most effective peaceful means of dismantling

... r·

co-operation in r.eal terms has been!n a state of virtual atrophy. In most
developing countries the developnent process has been seriously handicapped, and in

anti-apartheid cause. International pressure on the apartheid regime must continue
to be increased. Canprehensive mandatory sanctions, to be imposed by the security

ap!rtheid.
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natural-resource-based products, tariffs, non-tariff bartiers, and textiles and

proposed in the Cooference's trade and developnent report that the current

proposals is that countr les benefiting from debt reduction could strengthen

(Mr. Hameed, Sr i Lanka)
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clothing, deviations from GATT principles are clearly evident.

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). In sectors most crucial to developing

trading entities callously bypassing the regulations and principles of the General

clothing. Unfortunately, the pursuit of unilateral trading gains has led to some

negotiations of the Uruguay Round, which concern a variety of issues of crucial

Allied to this, and assuming great significance, are the complex trade

in the export performance of. indebted countries.

policies to improve efficiency of imrestment and achieve a substantial improvement

&,,&1(\ stock of debt, in particular by debt forgiveness. The assumption behind those

importance, particularly to developing countries. These include tropical~and

inadequate strategy of domestic adjustment and new lending be complemented by a

In respect of the debt issue, further ing the consensus achieved at the seventh

countr les seeking export markets, for example in the field of textiles and

widar recourse to consensual, orderly and systematic reduction of interest charges

protectionist measures in certain import markets have aggravated their overall

help re-order the prevailing insecure economic situation.

impact in .developing countr ies. Developnent assistance has been reduced. The debt

session of the Uni ted Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), it was

Only a rational concerted effort on the part of the entire global oonmunity can

&SS/14

burden has had a debilitating impact 00 the economies of developing countries.

been fluctuating. The prices of primary commodities have drastically slumped and

some even reversed. Real interest rates have swung uptards. Exchange rates have
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the Belgrade agreement do so soon.

Trade Negotiations Conmittee.

(Mr. Hameed, Sri Lanka)

A/43/PV.16
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co-operation in which Sri Lanka is deeply involved.

Permi t me at this stage to refer to two initia Uves in the area of developnent

histor ie step, and it is important that those that have not yet signed and rati fied

ministerial level!n Sr f Lank.a to formulate a broad co-operative framework for

Sri Lanka took an initiative in the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee

agreement on a global system of trade pr~ferences reached reo:mtly is a step in the

countries, economic co-operation among developing countries iG also vital. The

Coooomitant with eoonomic co-operation between developed and developing

Uruguay Round in Montreal this December by the ministerial session of the GATT'S

in 1981 whichealled for a study of marine resources and their development
potential in th~Indian Ocean region. In January 1987, following careful study and
preparation at expert level, the Indian Ocean Marine Affairs Conference was held at

international eoonomic co-operation is before us at the mid-term review of the

The conm.itment of major import ifiarkets to pronoting easier access for ':he

right direction, and could not only strengthen the base for econom:i.c development
but also help r educa the exis ting overdependence on developed coun tr ies. The

Developing countries should also be given credit in the Uruguay Round for

adoption of the agreement on the global system, signed by 48 countries, was a

International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. A challenge for

unilateral measures of trade liberalization taken under programmes of the

reaffirmed at Punta del Este is vital to the success of the Uruguay ~und.

market access. Strict compliancce with the standstill and rollback commitments

rollback of current non-tariff barriers coupled with other measures to improve

EMS/14

devotion and sincerity. Specifically, a measure of true understanding would be a

exports of developing countries is one which needs to be fulfilled with greater
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COl1lllittee has since been established to guide its progranme. We see this as an

developing the mar ine-affa irs capabili ties of the Indian Ocean Sta tes. A standing

EMS/lot A/43/PV.l6
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(Mr. Hameed, Sr i Lank a)

""--\"""

essential step in consolidating the benefits of the Convention on the Law of the

Sea. We believe that this venture could benefit further from the infusion of

material and technical support from all sources.

Last year the international exul1l1unity participated in observing the

Interna tional Year of Shel ter for the Homeless, declared by the Uni ted Na tions on

the initiative of the Honourable R. Premadasa, Prime Minister of Sri Lanka. The

proposal by the Uni ted Na tions Cen tre for Human set tlements (aabi tat) for a global

strategy for shelter to the year 2000, formulated in response to a o:msensus call

by this Assembly in resolution 42/191, is the next logical step in ou~ collective

endeavours to meet the shelter needs of depr iVed millions.

~ ',.-, .. ' -'. ,_ ,," ',:~\i: ';."- 1.",
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Sri Lanka.

(Mr. Bameed, Sri Lanka)
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has been since 1931, 57 years ago, when universal adult franchise waa introduced in

1 am confident that with the innate wisdom of the people of Sr i Lanka,
enriched by a unique historical tradition of over 2,000 years and drawing on the
religious J;hilosoIhies flourishing in th(~ country, Sri Lanka will press forward
with the irreversible process of the healing of past wounds and the rehabilitati~n

denocracy, held elections to seven of the eight Provincial Councils: 'in July four
by-elections to Parliament were held, and this nonth another; and in Decenber of

In the last few months, we have, in the tradition of our parliamentary

rnulti-ethnic, multi-lingual, multi-religious nation will have been completed.

J. ),to Jayewardene, who ClOmpletes his oonstitutionally stipul.ated two terms of
office. The democratic process is therefore as active in our small country as it

restructuring of our post-colaaial policy to accomnodate the aspiratio."'ts of all

provincial councils will have been fully implemented ,when elections to the
North-Eastern Provinces take place in November. Thus, the fundamental

violent challenges to our cherished democratic institutions, we have still to

this year a new President will be elected to succeed His ExcE:llency President

overcome grave threats to our sovereignty and territorial integrity and face

sectiona of our people for direct and active participation in the governing of our

In Sri Lanka where we have over the pr!st few years had to withstand and

ooncrete action through a genuinely global venture as an exemplary exercise in
multilateral co-operation.

banish the ugly phenomenon of violence and terrorism. The 13th Constitutional

PMB/1S

Amendment devolving a substantial measure of power from the centre to the

The widespread support enjoyed at the Ecooomic and SOcial Council this summer
is indicative of the political will to (orge ahead with necessary mater ial
support. we look forward to the transformation of this political will into

,'- -.
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of the injury inflicted on our nation in human, political, social and economic
terms. A per iod of peace and stability in which developnent can be accelerat'.ed is

FMB/1S A/43/PV.16
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(Mr. Hameed, Sri Lanka)

what oux people richly deserve. And they will secure it for themselves through our
democratic process, rejecting violence and anarchy.

The imperative of international co-operation, which is really what

multilateralism is all about, applies to political and security issues, to economic

and environmental issues and to social and humanitarian issues. Arguments and
appeals based on justice, equity and human compassion have been advanced in this

forum to br ing peace where there is violence and conflict, security where there is
tension and fear ~ developnent where there is depr ivation and want. If then these

arguments, backed as they are by the injunctions of the United Nations Charter,

need further justification, there is the pragmatic logic of necessity - the

compulsion of III1tual interest. We are all links in a chain of human and national
interdependence. The prospect for human survival and developnent will be only as
strong as the weakest link in that chain.

When we speak of the United Nations or multilateral approaches. we must

project our vision beyond this building, beyond the delegates' desks and national
name plates, beyond the microphones and earphones and beyond the resolutions and

speeches, and focus on the impact of our work on the millions of people we

represent. The fact is that the fate of each nation is intr insically fused with

the fate of the entire planet. This is not so merely in the negative sense in that
a coJllllOn nuclear threat hangs over all of us. In a positive sense, the political,

economic and ecological well-being and dev~l~p.!lent of each nation has to be pursued
in co-operation, rather than at variance, with others. Our planet's resources are
finite and even the most economically developed state cannot pursue unilateral
policies in isolation from the rest of the wor ld.

,.;"
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accords reached. Those accords were concrete reflections of the efforts undertaken

international security,

, '::i

A/43/PV.l6
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Mr. VARIONt! (Hungary): I should like first of all to congratul~te

No doubt world politics are still characterized by ca great number of grave andpressing problems .. but on the whole we have witnessed and acted to achieve a

including the elimination of hotbeds of crisis that have destabilizing effects and

psychological breakthrough dur in9 the past year.

reached and encouraging negotiations are under way.

thus impede international co-operation. Tangible and pioneering accords have been

other favourable events of international politics, among them a large number

and East-West relations has become a determinant factor of strengthening

two great Powers and on a wider scale. The dynamic development of Soviet-American

There has been an intensification of efforts to resolve regional problems,

international problems, have als':) made their effects felt during the past year.

! believe that this session has good chances of succass. The atmosphere and

in ~st-West relations and the increasing momentum of the Soviet-American

strengthen international co-operation and to achieve a peacefUl settlement of

to curb the arms race and to elimina te hotbeds of tens ion, and they may give
stimulus to further steps in this direction, both in the relationship between the

of higa-level meetings and initiatives by different groups of countries to

has been extended to lower levels as well, wi th concrete resu! ts ell'bodied in the

with new elements. Another SOviet-United States sulllftit was held, and the dialogue

dialogue. The past year has seen this favourable process strengthened and enriched

the General Assembly and to assure him of the co-operation of the Hungarian

PHS/lS

Mr. Dante Caputo on his election to the presidency of the forty-third session of

delegation in his responsible activity for the success of our deliberations.

work of the forty-second session were favour~ly influenced by the positive change

;';:., .• ,.;
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(Hr. Varkonyi, Hungary)

Practice has proved that even the most complicated issues of world politics

maIlS A/43/PV.l6
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can be solved and that, given the political will of States, concrete results can be

achieved which have a favourable influence on the international atmosphere and on

the development of the international situation while giving impetus to the quest

for solution of other problems. In this context, too, we attach decisive

im1X)rtance to the Soviet-United States agreement on the elimination of

intermediate-range afid shorter-range nuclear missiles and to the Geneva accords on

the settlement of the situation relating to Afghanistan.

',..,,- ""', ... ,.\ ,',',
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(Mr. Varkonyi, Hungarl)

The intensification of diplomatic activities to eliminate various hotbeas of
crisis and the initial encouraging results allow us to hope that these favourable

developments will be a prelude to the longer-term process rather than a momentary
phenomenon. The United Nations has given pracUcal proof that its involvement in

similar efforts can be succe~sful, while contributing to an improvement of its
international image, and that its continuing active participation can promte the
renewal of the world Organization.

In this activity a leading role has been played by the secretary-General,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, to whom I wish to express my deep appreciation for his
untiring efforts.

My Government is convinced that these favourable changes have resulted from

the widening and the practical prevalence of the awareness th~t the mutual

dependence or interdependence of Sta tes and peoples is a fact, a reall ty of our
age. Consequently, it considers the strengthening of mutually advantageous
international co-operation and of confidence amo"9 States and the peacefUl

settlement of emerging conflicts to be the only possible path of international
coexistence. ThE' Hungarian Government shapes the course of its foreign policy and

participates in international relations in accordance with this spirit. It rejects
the use of force or the threat of force; it regards security as a complex notion
with closely interrelated military, political, economic, human rights and

humanitarian aspects; and it main~ins that no single State can establish its own
security solely by military-technical means or to the detriment of other States and
that security can only be built bypolitlcal means, taking account of the interests
of all States and by joint action result~ng from dialogue.

A pioneering role 1n advocating, disseminating and asserting this approach is
played by the SCWiet union p which has found partners in the leadership of the
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(Hr. Var konyi, Hungar y)
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United States and other countries as well. At the same time, it is an equally

noteworthy fact that the entire col'llllunity of nations has also played a role in

preparing and enhancing these changes: great Powers, medium-size and small

countr ies, members of alliance systems, neutral and non-aligned nations alike.

Hungary, as one of the small European countr ies, long ago recogn ized those

opportunities which are at hand for a small oountry, and has been continuously and
actively using them.

The favourable processes of world politics, the gaining ground of the ideas of

international understanding and co-operation and the emergence of an atmosphere of
confidence among States are fully in line with Hungary's national interests and

foreign policy. My Government is therefore making great efforts towards the

development of international co-operation. It is trying to make use of all

possibilities, bilateral as well as multilateral, to expound its sincere endeavours
and to strengthen confidence among States. It identifies itself fully with the new

concept of international security and co-operation, and is convinced that this new
approach is bound to prevail in world politics before long.

This approach is represented by the foreign policy statements and practical

steps of Hungary at the Vienna follOttl-up meeting on European secur ity and

co-operation, among others. We deem it highly important for the Vienna follow-up
meeting to conclude its work as early as possible by the adoption of a substantive
and balanced concluding document and, while giving a new impuls~ to European

co-operation, making a favourable contribution to the creation of a comnon European

home and improving the international si tuation as a whole. present-day Europe is
bound to the other continents by many ties. Given the specific conditions of
Europe, a special rodel of co-operation is now evolving. An indispensable and

useful framework and instrument for the realization of a conunon European home is

;;~~~
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and creating guarantees for their fulfilment. The expert meetings, forums and

consultations on human rights and humanitarian issues, one that would keep under

the human dimension.~envisaging compli~nce with agreements, respect for

interlla·tlonal expectations, a clearer definition -,f obligations already undertaken. .,.'.,

scientific-technical co-operation, but it is no less important to make headway in

review the status of implementation of the recommendations as formulated concerning

'.on questions of economic co-oper~tion in Europe. It is gratifying to' note that

The concluding document,.'~f the: follow-up meeting should place greater emphasis

In our view, a real demand of our time is to set up a mechanism for

.....
progress can be expected. 'cn questions of industrial, environmental and

in comparison with the obligations undertaken in the Final Act of Helsinki and the

For this reason, the successful conclusion of the Vienna follow-up meeting by

possible to start negotiations between the ,member states of the Warsaw Treaty and

the adoption of a substantive concluding document would mean a genuine step forward

- 'effect alike. Parallel to them, the ~alks on confiden~-building, started in

Stockholm, could be con:dnued.·'with the partioipation of all the 35 States..' _..

the process of the Conference on securi ty and Co-operation in Europe (Q3CE) wi th a

is, a programme for the reduction of the risk of mili tary confrontation and the

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization on questionS of conventional disarmament.
These necptiations would be far-reaching 1.n ter~ of sQOpe, goals and potential

Concluding Document of Madr id.. Its most important result would be the integration

of conventional disa~mament into the pro,cess of European security and

co-operation. After the conclusion of the follow-up meeting it would then be

past of 13 years, which embraces the major components of an all-European home 6 that

building of political, economic and human i tar ian oo-oper ation.

BBS/ljb
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well that the quest for security through disarmament is indeed possible.

;",'i":.'" ....;.,.'

shorter-range missiles is of historic significance, even though it affects a small

the Soviet Union and the United States on the elimination of intermediate-range and

that of disarmament or arms build-up. The first genuine disarmament accord between

Intermediate-Range and Shor~e.r,:",Range Missiles - the INF Treaty - has opened a new
chapter of disarmament history by introducing a system of verification with a
formerly inconceivable set of strict and widely regulated conditions for control of
compliance. SO far the experience of compliance has given proof in practice as

and pr inciples of the Uni ted Nations Charter and the real! ties of the present-day,
international situation will be bridged as soon as possible.

A basic aspect of security, directly affecting the security of life itself, is

part of' the total stockpiles of weapons. The Treaty on the Elimination of

deriving therefrom will meet the understanding and support of Memer States. We,'

comprehensive secur Hy, and the determination of concrete practical measures

continuation of the dialogue, the joint elaboration of the elements of

recognition. We earnestly hope that the appeal to Member States for the

In promoting the favourable international political developments of the past

all share the goal of ensuring that the gap often in evidence between the purposes

bears upon all the others. The initiative concerning comprehensive international
security, which is included in the agenda of the General Assemly, is based on this

all spheres of life. Each concrete aspect of security is closely related to and

period, a significant part has been played by the recognition that the

establishment of international security is a task of enormous complexity affecting

balanced progress in the (SCE process and contr ibuting to international security.

Vienna follow-up meeting, will serve a useful purpose in prollDting substantive and

BHS/ljb

other conferences, the convening of which can be expected to be mandated by the

>.~~>"
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to the efforts of the Delhi Six in this direction.

greater role in dealing with questions of disarmament. It is of particular
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(Mr. Var konyi, HungarI)

,...,........,...--,..,_......_..._-_-_0........-

rura, be fulfill,ed by an international verification agency to be set up under the

the special sessioo. We believe that such a substantive role could, in the long

oontrolling, the fulfilment of disarmament accords received wide attention dur ing

auspices of the uni ted Nations In this connection we attach gr;eat importance also

has been rE!oonfirmed by the, international oo!lll\unity. Fur thermore, the

mainly in the fact that the need for a rnultila teral apprO&ch to disarmament issues

importance that the outstanding role to be played by the Uni ted Nations in

- _. '. .In the view of my Government, the signfficance of the special session lies

The represen~tives of the Soviet Union and the United States are working on

participating states agreed that in future the United Nations should be assigned a

third special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament.

multilateral disarmament strengthen its viability and procilce results in the form

participants in the special session on disarmament could not draw up a final

An outstanding event of multilateral disarmament diplomacy last summer was the

along wi th many other countries, does not consider the session to have been a

field of multilateral disarmament. It remains a pressing task to ensure that

Unfortunately the psychological breakthrough I mentioned did not take place in the

future, paving the way for building a war,ld free from nuclear weapons.

of concrete accords similar to those in bilateral disarmament. Although the

docume!'1t based on consensus, the Government of the Hungarian People's Republic,

remain ready for compromise, the political and technical obstacles to a treaty can
be removed and another disarmament accord will be signed in the not-too-distant

convinced' that, if the parties continue to summon the necessary political will and

an agreement on a SO-per-cent cut in strategic offensive weapons. We remain

JvM/17
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The increased interest in the Geneva Conference on Disarmament was likewise

(Mr. Var konyi', Hungary)
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practical relevance which by their importance affect the obtaining of the ultimate

preventing, even if by stages, the extension of the arms race to outer space. In

regard to the prevention of the arms race in outer space and has identfied the

In recent years the Conference on Disarmament has discussed the situation with

principles of progressivity.

accept the neeed for multilateral talks on this issue and to adhere to the

related problems. The present task is to elaborate concrete measures aimed at

that the Conference was unable to come any closer to finalizing a convention on the

in furtherance of nuclear disarmament. The setting up of an appropriate machinery

felt during the special session. The renewed emphasis at that irreplaceable forum

Starting substantive work on the complete prohibition of nuclear-test

complete prohibition and destruction of chemical weapons.

Among the agenda items of the Conference on Disarmament, special mention may

of a convention prohibiting chemical weapons. At the same time we deplore the fact

During the special session a great nunber of concrete and important proposals

explosions remains a priority task for the Conference on Disarmament to accomplish

order to secure progress it would also be advisable to agree on pa['tial aspects of

policy statements made on those occasions.

brooks no further delay. We think that, in order to overcome the present
stalemate, it would require States memers of the Conference on Disarmament to

considered on their merits at our present session as well.

be made of the intensification of work in the Ad Hoc Committee on the elaboration

move forward in the field of multilateral disarmament those proposals should be

J'I.4/17

of disarmament was reflected in the high-level visits this year and in the major

were made which may serve as topics of future debate and negotiation at disarmament
bodies or prOlTide a basis for measures to be adopted by consensus. If we want to
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reductions. We expect the talks to result in a notable improvement in Europe's

under which the forces in its terri tory will also be affected by the first stage of

medium-sized countries in the region and will call for the :tncreased activity, and

the Vienna follow-up meetinge The measures likely to be adopted will affect the

involvement of the latter States too. Hungary is interes~~d in an arrangement

deems it important that the negotiations on the reduction of armed forces and

disarmament talks covering the area from the Urals to the Atlantic. My Government

meeting, work is practically CJ'l the verge of being concluded on the mandate for the

Also, in our days there is a growing in terna tional recogni tion tha t limita tion

forward-based forces of the two great PCMers as well as th~ forces of the small and

as well.

conventional disarmament will, we hope, be follCMed in other regions or ". world

conventional armaments get under way as soon as possible after the conclusion of

that conventional disarmament is marking time in comparison to the grO'tling momentum

armaments is growing closer and closer to that of weapons of mass destruction and

After the consultations of the 23, held parallel to the Vienna follQl-up

It is similarly desirable to speed up work CJ'l the prohibition of radiological

the accumulation of conventional armaments is assuming increasingly threatening

emphasis on conventional disarmament is logically consequential on the fact that

dimensions and that a significant part of the destructive capaci ty of such

regional levels are major factors in affecting nuclear disarmament as well. The

of nuclear disarmament. The first promising efforts exerted in Europe to proli'Ote

JVM/l7

nuclear facilities which should continue to be treated as a matter of urgency.

and reduction of armed forces and conventional armaments at both global and

(Mr. Val' k'onyi, Hungary)

goal. One such aspect is the establishment of a mechanism for international
ver ifica tion.

weapons. Closely related to it is the complete prohibition of attacks against

,",-.,
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creation of frameworks and technical condi tiona for settlement. Tt.e extent to

Elimination of the regional hotbeds of crisis which pose a threat to

by a bC:ll~~ce of tII.1tual offensive incapability of the opposing forces"

(~r. Varkon.I!, Hungary)
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losses. Enco·''r.aging work is being done with the involvement of the United Nations

of nearly 10 years, which has claimed an enormous toll in human U.ves and material

achieving, after so many abortive attempts, a cease-fire in the Iraqi-Iranian var

and of the secretary-General personally, have played an important part in

The efforts of the United Nations or, more specifically, the security Council

to bring about peace.

Collective efforts and, in particular, the emerging understanding of the

The Geneva kcords relating to Afghanistan can be regarded as a highly

toudls tale cf the Uni ted Ra tions capat::i ty for renewal.

peace and in securing cease-fires and their supervision will perhaps be a

th is approach.

fully observed by all the parties and that the advance of the process of national
reconciliation will bring peace to Afghanistan. we deem it necessary that the
present session of the General Assemly consider this problem in this spirit, under

the uni ted Ra tic.ns in the practical solution of such problems as well as in the

evidence of the good will of the SOviet Union. We hope that the agreement will be

significant precedent. The progress in the wi thdrawal of Soviet troops is clear

which the world Or.9anization will be able to perform its mission in maintaining

international peace and security is an important element in establishing

feeling of security in the foreseeable future and to create, by aliminating

international secur ity.

parties directly concern~d have, in several regional issues included in the agenda
of the General Asse.mly, placed increased emphasis on the effoactive in'i7olvement of

J\tlll7

elements of threat causing concern to the parties, a stable situation characterized
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In the prevailing situation, particular importance is attached to the

self-restraint of the parties concerned and their willingness to co-opetate in the

implementation of the relevant resolution of the security Council.

JVM/17
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territories similarly underline the pressing' need for an early settlement of the

The entire international atmosphere would be favourably influenced by the

early settlement of the conflict in Central America, which is a serious factor of

increasingly recognized that the road to a solution of the conflict satisfactory to

increase the chances of a just settlement of the Middle East crisis too. It is

The positive turn in the quest for the peaceful solution of regional oonflicts

After many years the possibility seems to be opening up of progress in the

the conclusion of peace, putting an end to the hostilities and devastation.

Of course, United Natiens efforts alone will be insufficient to secure

to bring about a negotiated solution, and hope that the ongoing talks will soon

Hungarians in the contingent of the United Nations Observer Group to monitor the

(Mr. Varkonyi, Hungarx)

Our modest contribution to achieving lasting peace is the participation of 15

success, because the political will and determination of the Governments of the

crisis.

er isis. The recent past has seen a promising sign of this in the search for a

countries involved are equally indispensable for the liquidation of a hotbed of

of independence to Namibia, and international guarantees of the sovereignty and
territorial integrity of Angola.

cease-fire. ~. Government is hopeful that the cease-fire will soon be followed by

lead to the implementation of Security Council resolution 435 (1978), the granting

settlement of the situation in the southern part of Africa. We support the efforts

settlement of the question of cyprus.

strengthens our conviction that intensification of United Nations ~ctivities would

.under the auspices of the United Nations. The events taking place in the occupied

'. all the parties concerned leads through an international confer,ence, to be held
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M'J Government is in agreement wi th and follows w~ th confidence the efforts

basis of respect for the generally accepted norms of international law.

destabilization, with the participation of all the countries concerned and on the

(Hr. Var konyi, Hungary)
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being made to solve the question of Kampuchea by peaceful means within national

frameworks. It is highly appreciative of th~ IOOderation and sense of reality

displayed by the countries and the political forces working for a settlement of

this problem.

Hungary welcomes the proposals aimed at reducing and eliminating tensions in

the Korean peninsula in an effort to find ways and means of creating the necessary'
conditions for solving the problem of Korea, keeping in view the strengthening of

. peace and security in the Asian region and having regard to the interests of the
Korean people.

The subjects of the world economy and international economic relations occupy

an increasingly important place in the activi ties of the Uni ted Nations. We find
this only natural since international oo~peration and the external environment of

economic developmen t have become 0 f vi tal impor tance to all Hemer Sta tes •

However, the eoonomic, financial, trade, scientific-technical and environmental
activi ties of the uni ted Nations and its specialized agencies still fail to reflect
fully the actual conditions and priorities determined by the realiti~~ of the
present-day world, al though the 1970s and the 1980s have seen radical changes in
the world eoono~.

On the threshold of the last decade of this century, Governments should seek

to ensure that the Uni ted Nations and its special ized agencies are not simply
pass ive follower s of wor Id economic developmen ts, but act to meet economic

challenges, thereby contributing, on the basis of the common will worked out by
consensus and by reconciling national and regional interests, to the creation of
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the world ecmomy and will act 20r a long time to come as a stimulus to economic
growth. At the same time, certain trends of isolationism may also prevail at the

objectives can be harmonized on the basis of openness and nutual respect for
iIilterests. However, the conmon will, or a OOlllllOO policy arrived at in

My Government proceeds from the assumption that national, regional and global

and global co-opera tion.

both on the development of national economies and on different areas of regional

integration constitute one such law at the present stage of development of the
world economy. The regional integration organfzations play an increasing role in

(Mr. Vat konyi, Hungary)
coodi tions that will ensure to the fullest C 1tent possible the su.stainable growth

conflicts and to prol'lOte their solutiono we are convinced that harmonization of

its organs in forecasting developments and balances in the world eCaloray, as well
as their ability to manage economic, trade, financial, environmental and other

We have no doubt that this process will not be free from conflict~ Efforts
should therefore be concentrated on enhancing the role of the United Nations and

interests and development of conflict management abilities can create the

in\~ernational organizations, cannot be truly effective unless account l ..,; ~l.€o taken
of international realities and economic laws. The efforts to bring about regional

conditions for international organizations to exert the most fruitful influance

stage of growing economic co-operation within integrated regions. we think that
such trends, even though serving the interests of part~oiPl!lnt:s in suCh integration
in the short .run, work to impede the sustainable development o~ the entire wcxld

of national economies and the steady expansion of international eoonomic relations.

economy in the lQlg run. Therefore we welcome the elevation ~f relations between
the Council for It.1tual Eccnomic Assistance (OlEA) and the European Economic
Co_unity (EEC) to an official level, together with the bilateral. agreement already
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Respect for and promotion of human rights and fundamental freedoms and the

fulles t poss ible use of the chaMels prO'lided by the Uni ted Na tions for tha t

through nutual compromise and joint action - namely, to promote the welfare of the

century, and to bring about the full enjoyment of human freedoms. A corner-stone

EEC and CMEl\ meJlber States. This development fits well into the Qlropean process

concluded between Hungary and the EEC and other future bilateral agreements between

International efforts to protect and ensure respect for human rights should

development.

of co-operation a.,d confidence-building and serves to promote its fuller

co-operation for the last decade of this century. We believe that in formulating

Work is to start soon on the elaboration of the pcograJlllle for developnent and

pres~nt-day reaU ties in order to set the base for the future. I can assure

this prograllllle for the fourth developnent decade Governments sh:)Uld start from

purpose.

of international co-operation in the human rights and humanitarian fields, with the

internationally reoognized norma have, as international exper ience shows, an

meribers that my Government will take an active and constructive part in this highly

development of international co-operation vi th this end in view are important

factors in increasing confidence among States. There is growing recognition that

serve the same purposes as the solution of world economic and financial problems

society and the individ:.!al, to create conditions of life worthy even of the next

of the Hungarian Government's foreign policy is the encouragement and strengthening

the enjoyment of human rights and the maintenance of international security are
directly and closely interrelated. On the one hand, this linkage is manifest in
that grave and systematic: violations of human rights and disregard of
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adverse effect on inter-State relations and the international political atlllOSphere,
and may jeopardize international security. On the other hand, the decades since
the adoption of the universal Declaration of Human Rights have prcwided a not

insignificant lesaen that prollDtion of the exercise of human rights is possible
only under conditions of detente and peaceful coexistence. I recall that one of

PD/mtm A/43/PV.l6
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the first victimG of the c.: Jld-war era was precisely the cause of hUIMn rights.

FrOll this it follows that the proposition that the question of human rights is
exclll1ively the internal affair of States ha b8Q)JDe a thing of the past, once and
for all. By drawing up an internationCll catalogue of hUlIan rights and establishing
international organs and mechanisms to monitor and supervise Oollpliance by States
with their obligationa in the human rights and humanitarian fields, the united
Nations has given a new dimension to multilatere\ co-operation and focused the

attention of the international community and international public opinion on the
ques tion of human r igh ts •
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Covenant.

By that action we wished to confirm that we were ready and willing to
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(Mr. Varkenyi, Hungary)

In this regard, as yet another sign of the Hoogar ian GoY~nment's readiness to

physical existence are unacceptable to the international community of our times.

oppression and destruction of conditions for their independent intellectual and

Declaration of HUl'Dan Rights we should eilbar k upon the road ofc.odi fying those
rights which were not covered by ~he Declaration., In our view these are" the
right of peoples to ,self,,:,determiftaation and the preserva'tion of national culture and:;'/,,'

Therefore, we deem it important that in the spirit of the Universal

cultural traditions and the 6olklore of national minorities~ protection of historic

neighbouring countries constitute the largest national minorities in Qlrope. we

minorities. This is natural for the added reasen that Hungarians 11v:ing in the

T~eGovernmentof the Hungarian People's Republic and public opinion in

Hung~ry follow wi th particular attentioo the enjoyment by naticnali ties of their
rights, and are sensitive to violations of the individual and collective rights of

relics~ and full enjoyment of the right to cultivate and use the JlDther tongue,
inclUding education in the mother tongue in schools at all levels. we are
convinced that forced assimilation of national minod ties, their cultural

participate - as an equal partner - in the do!IBin of human rights, too, while

oompliance with them in a Qnmmon, international activity.

actlocate at every forum, as elementary demands, the preservation of diverse

supporting joint international efforts to implement related norms and control

Political Rights, and at the same time acceded to the optional Protocol to the

co~perate, coupled with the openness of our policy, the Hungarian People's

JP/jh

Republic ear.lier last month declared its recognition of the competence of the Human
Rights CO!IIIlittee under Article 41 of the International Covenant on Civil and
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It is a basic requirement ot our age to eliminate discr.imination of any kind,

including discrimination against nations and national minod ties. In our belief. .
' ~
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such an international, legally binding re'gulation of norms would oontr ibute to the

(Hr. Vat konyi, Hungary)

the effec~ive protection of the individual and collective rights of natiooal

deepening of human contacts, thereby making those ccntacts more substantial.
We highly appreciate the efforts, which we think cannot be replaced by

JP/jh

~-".

~:'\'- ",
~'.i;";":

anything else, made under the auspices of the ,united Niltions to put an end to mass,
grave violations of human rights. Humiliating practices and policies of

. die'cdmination on grounds of raCe, nationality, religion or any other basis,
violation of the right-to life, liberty and security of the per,sa'1, torture and

other cruel and inhuman punishment and treatment, physical coercion, forced

resettlement, limitations on, or denial of, the fundamental economic, social and
cultural rights of people are all phenomena whose eliminatim calls for effective
and resolute action by the 'international conmunity and the United Nations as its
institution.

Solving the' problems of our age and extending internati~n~l CX)'"'Operation in

ke,ping with ~e interests of all States and peoples presuppose intensi·fication ofI ; I" .'
niu.iti·i~teral'diplom&CY. Forums for the multilateral accolmlOdation of interests and

'the ":s~arch for and adoption of arrangemente acceptable to all parties concerned are
/~.):, ~;;ided by ;~(egional and multilateral organizations and conferences.it J :" ,0'

; '. :" •I'~
•:The i~pim1(l'lent of the international situation during the past year and the

more taveur'able conditions prevailing at present will certainly increase the role
of; the ~i ted Ha tions in, and its CQllcre te poss ib111 ties of, per forming the tasks
laid down in the Char teE' •

. ,..:
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(Hr. Var konyi, Hungary)

It is of importance to international co-operation and the settlement of

outstanding pressing problems that the world Organization _ and pr'imarily we,

representa Uves of Hemer Sta tes - make the most of the favour able condi tions to

renew the work of the United Nations, enhance its prestige and effectiveness,

increase its capaci ty for practical ac tion and ens ure the smoo th opera tion of the

world Organization in accordance with the requirements of our time.

The Government of the Hungarian People's Republic wishes to contr ibute to

those effor ts by pursuing a foreign policy fUlly in line with the purposes and

principles of the United Nations and by the active and constructive participation

of its delegation in the work of the forty-third session.

'The meeting rose at 1.05 p.m.
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